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still, if you are already familiar with visual basic, there are benefits to running winworks
autoshop on windows. our winworks autoshop will not be protected from a virus attack.

however, because it was built in c#, it will not be able to become infected by a virus. features
and editions this is the windows application that is used to control your video editing system. all

of the applications that are related to the autoshop are accessed via the winworks autoshop,
including the autoslope, autosetpoint, autosetpoint and autorouter. to make things even easier,

there is a special clip that contains the instructions for configuring these apps, which can be
found on the page that is this link:

http://www.winworksautoshop.com/attachments/autoshoot_050111.pdf if you wish to customize
your video editing system, you must purchase a license that is valid for your desired edition. if
you opt for a license that expires after a specified period, then you may still use the software
for as long as the license allows. this is the preferred option, as the software is never billed

again and you do not risk to incur any additional costs. the only cost that you are charged is a
one-time license fee. the autoshop now offers 18 editions for all of its components, which are:

the autoworks pro client application is used to view, modify and edit the commands that are run
through the autoworks pro and autoworks exl series the autoworks workstation is used to view

the outputs of the autoworks pry, prx and exo series. although the version of winworks
autoshop that you are using is free, you may still purchase other editions that will have access
to all of the functionality that is available in the current version. you may find that a production
or post-production shop that has experience with winworks autoshop, has a license that is valid
for the current edition and uses a different version of winworks autoshop than you. this is why it
is important to be sure that your trial license will expire before your desired edition expires. if it
expires while you are still using it, you could easily run into a situation where your production or
post-production facility needs a new license at a later point in time. if you are a dealer, there is

a special feature that will help you.
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this link will take you to our current catalog:
http://www.winworksautoshop.com/catalog.asp?cat=8&dm=3 as you can see, every edition

comes with a key. if you are using our client software, then it is vital that you are familiar with
the crack file that is provided with the software that you are using. doesn't include winsoft
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